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Orientation of Arachidate Chains in Langmuir-Blodgett Monolayers on Si(111)
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The near-edge x-ray-absorption fine-structure technique is used to determine the orientation of
cadmium- and calcium-arachidate chains on Si(111) at monolayer coverage. In our films the Cd-
arachidate chain is found to be aligned along the surface normal and Ca arachidate is tilted by 33 + 5

relative to Cd arachidate. The results are explained in terms of the surface bonding geometry of the ter-
minal carboxylate group and the lateral interlocking of the zig-zag chains.

PACS numbers: 68.55.Jk, 78.70.Dm, 82.65.Jv

The interest in Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films on sur-

faces arises from their potential technological impor-
tance in microlithography, electro-optics, biochemical
sensing, and tribology. ' Numerous studies have been
conducted of LB films to determine the structure and
orientation of the films. Because of the scarcity of
nondestructive techniques sensitive to LB monolayers
previous studies have mainly dealt with periodic multi-

layer films. Here we present the first application of the
near-edge x-ray-absorption fine-structure (NEXAFS)
technique to the study of thin organic films on surfaces.
Because of its high surface sensitivity and the pro-
nounced polarization dependence of the carbon K-shell
spectra, NEXAFS is found to be a powerful technique
for the structural investigation of LB monolayers. In
particular, we accurately determine the orientation of
cadmium arachidate (CdA) and calcium arachidate
(CaA) tM[CH3(CH2)~sCO2]j (M=Cd and Ca) on a
Si(111) wafer. Our results are explained by a model
which links particular chain orientations on the surface
to the surface bonding geometry of the terminal carbox-
ylate group and the lateral interlocking geometry of the
zig-zag hydrocarbon skeleton.

The experiments were performed on beam line I-1 at
the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory with use
of a grasshopper monochromator (1200-line/mm holo-

graphic grating). The NEXAFS spectra were obtained
by total-electron-yield detection and normalized by the
signal from a gold-grid monitor in order to correct for
the transmission function of the monochromator. The
x-ray incidence angle 0 was varied from 10' glancing in-
cidence (E near surface normal) to normal incidence (E
in surface plane). Single-layer LB films were prepared
on Si(111) wafers. The silicon wafer used as a substrate
was stripped of its natural oxide coating with BufIered
Oxide Etch. Immediately preceding the transfer of the
LB monolayer, the silicon was further cleaned with a
solution of No Chro Mix Water and dried in nitrogen
flow. The LB monolayers were prepared on a commer-
cially available film balance with a solid Teflon trough
instead of the originally supplied glass tank. The solu-
tions used to prepare the LB films were 2.5x10 mol

1
' CdC12 maintained at a pH between 7 and 7.5 with a

Na2CO3 bufler for CdA and 1.0x10 mol 1
' CaCO3

maintained at a pH between 7 and 8 for CaA. The
transfer pressure used was 30 mN m '. The samples
were measured as prepared in a vacuum of about
1 x 10 8 Torr.

Figure 1 compares the angular dependence of the
NEXAFS spectra of CdA and CaA films. The top row
shows the spectra at normal incidence and the second
row at glancing x-ray incidence. The spectra are scaled
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the angular dependence of films of
CdA and CaA on a Si(111) surface. The top two rows show
the spectra taken at x-ray incidence angles of 0=90' and
0=20, respectively. The bottom row shows the result of sub-
tracting the glancing-incidence spectra from the normal-
incidence spectra. This reveals three angle-dependent reso-
nances 8, 8, and C.
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to the same edge jump by our matching their intensities
at 275 and 320 eV. The bottom row shows the result of
subtracting the glancing- from the normal-incidence
spectra. This clearly isolates three angle-dependent reso-
nances 2-C of which resonance A has the opposite an-
gular dependence as compared with resonances B and C.
Also, CdA is seen to exhibit a greater angular depen-
dence than CaA.

In order to determine the LB chain orientation from
the angular dependence of the spectra, we have to assign
the NEXAFS resonances to transitions to specific
molecular-orbital final states. The assignment of reso-
nances follows from previous E-shell excitation studies of
linear' and cyclic" free and condensed hydrocarbons
and the NEXAFS spectrum of polyethylene. ' Reso-
nance 4 corresponds to transitions to C-H antibonding
orbitals and has maximum intensity when E lies in the
plane of the CH2 bonds, i.e. , perpendicular to the chain
direction. Resonance B is a C-C o. resonance ' which
exhibits its largest intensity for E along the C—C bonds.
For a saturated chain with a C—C—C bond angle of
115', ' the largest intensity is expected for E along the
chain direction as previously discussed for polyethyl-
ene. ' The origin of the weaker resonance C will be dis-
cussed below. Qualitatively, the CdA and to a lesser de-
gree the CaA chains must be oriented perpendicular to
the surface since the C-H resonance is strongest for E
parallel to the surface and the C-C resonance perpendic-
ular to the surface.

The accurate orientation of the chains on the surface
was determined from the intensities of peaks 4 —C in

NEXAFS spectra measured as a function of E orienta-
tion in 10' intervals. The NEXAFS spectra were fitted
with a superposition of a Gaussian-broadened step func-
tion, Gaussians for peaks 2 and B, and an asymmetric
Gaussian function for peak C, as discussed in detail else-
where. ' The functions and parameters for the individu-
al peaks provided a good fit to all spectra, independent of
angle and sample. The results of the fits for CdA are
shown in Fig. 2. Resonance 2, which is associated with
transitions to C-H antibonding orbitals, exhibits the op-
posite angular dependence as compared with resonance B
which corresponds to C-C o. final states. The fact that
the angular dependence of peaks B and C is identical
leads us to assign resonance C to transitions to C-C o.

orbitals which are higher in energy than those associated
with resonance B. Figure 2 also compares the measured
intensity distributions with those calculated for various
tilt angles of the macroscopic chain direction from the
surface normal. Here we have assumed that the mea-
sured C-C resonance intensity arises from a superposi-
tion of local C-C o.* orbitals which are tilted relative to
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each other by the C—C—C bond angle of 115'. '

From this comparison we conclude that the CdA chains
are oriented normal to the surface with an uncertainty of
+ 15 . Our results for CdA are in good agreement with

the vertical chain orientation found in CdA multilayers
on silver and silver bromide substrates. '

The rather large uncertainty of the absolute tilt-angle
determination from the fit of the original data has led us

to use a diferent approach in determining the difference
between the Cd and Ca arachidate orientations. The
relati[. e orientation of CaA with respect to CdA is most
accurately determined by analysis of diff'erence spectra
as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. This method removes
all isotropic components in the NEXAFS spectra includ-

ing the eff'ects of incomplete x-ray polarization. In our
analysis, the spectrum recorded at 0=50 was subtract-
ed from all others for both CaA and CdA. Peaks A-C
in the difference spectra (see Fig. I) were then fitted
with the same functions, energy positions, and widths as
those used for fitting the original data, and the intensities
resulting from the fits are plotted in Fig. 3. The angular
dependence of the experimental data points in Fig. 3 was
fitted with a theoretical curve (solid and dashed lines) to
determine the relative chain orientations. For reso-
nances 8, we used the theoretical expressions describing
the angular dependence of the C-H resonances,

E—Vector Angle, 8 (degrees)

FIG. 2. Intensities of resonances A (circles), 8 (upright tri-
angles), and C (inverted triangles) determined from fits of the
original CdA NEXAI. S spectra and theoretical fits as a func-
tion of the tilt angle of the macroscopic chain direction from
the surface normal.

I (r) =A [I ——,
' (I —cos2r+cosyHcH —cos2rcosyHcH)] [cos 0 cos 50'],—

where T; is the tilt angle of the chain from the surface normal, 4 is a scaling constant which, for a given resonance, is
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favored by the in-phase interlocking of adjacent chains.
More generally, the present study demonstrates the
power of the NEXAFS technique to investigate the
orientation and structure of thin organic films on sur-
faces.
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